
Super Sprint – Round 3
MotorSport New Zealand

27-28 January 2024

Competitor Finding Rule Breach Penalty to be Applied

Simon Hunter

The Race Director find that: during Technical checks post qualifying. The ride height was below 
the allowed minimum. This test was undertaken several times on the designated measuring pad. 
Your team representative (Wade Henshaw) was present and acknowledged this. This is confirmed 
also by Judge of Fact Measurement – Ron McMillan 

This is a breach of  rule: Schedule F 8.1.3 The Clerk of the Course rules: App 1 Schedule P A42A.2 Applies, You are fined $100.00, You are excluded 
from the results of Qualifying, Your licence is endorsed until 26th February 2024 

Blake Knowles

The Race Director find that: that following a hearing post inquiry that on Lap 6 of Race 11 for the 
Formula Ford Championship, you have passed vehicle #69 at Turn 4 and then have exceeded track 
limits on exiting of Turn 4.  Video evidence shows all 4 wheels outside the white lines defining the 
edge of the circuit, as well as 2 wheels over the outside edge of the kerbing. At the time of the 
infringement, you had passed vehicle #69

This is a breach of  rule:  Appendix 4 Schedule Z 13.2(2) The Clerk of the Course rules: App 1 Schedule P A4Z.16 applies 5 seconds is added to your race time in Race 
11 

Caleb Byers

The Race Director find that: following a hearing post inquiry that on Lap 4 of Race 20 for the 
Formula Ford Championship, there has been impact between vehicles #17 & #73 at Turn 3.   
Upon listening to testimony where it has been admitted that vehicle #73 lost control at Turn 2 and 
had to overcorrect the steering to bring the vehicle under control as well as reviewing video 
footage from both vehicles.

This is a breach of  rule: None The Clerk of the Course rules: This has been deemed a racing incident and no further action will be taken by 
the Race Director 

Seb Manson

The Race Director find that: following a hearing post inquiry that during Race 29 for the Formula 
Ford Championship, you have passed vehicle #28 prior to Turn 4 and then have exceeded track 
limits on exiting of Turn 4.  
Video evidence shows your right rear wheel over the outside edge of the kerbing. 

This is a breach of  rule: Appendix 4 Schedule Z 13.2(2)(ii) The Clerk of the Course rules: App 1 Schedule P A4Z.10 applies, 5 seconds is added to your race time in Race 
29.
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